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Questions (FAQs)  

EQUITIES

What is a stock? 

A stock is a financial instrument that represents ownership in a company or corporation and a 
proportionate claim on its assets and earnings. Stocks are also called shares or equity. Owning stock 
means that a shareholder owns a slice of the company equal to the number of shares held as a 
proportion of the company's total outstanding shares. An individual or entity that owns 100,000 shares 
of a company with one million outstanding shares would have a 10% ownership stake in it.

What is stock trading?  

Stock trading involves buying and selling shares in companies in an effort to make money on daily 
changes in price. Traders watch the short-term price fluctuations of these stocks closely and then try to 
buy low and sell high. 

What is a dividend?  

A dividend is the distribution of a company's earnings to its shareholders and is determined by the 
company's board of directors. Dividends are often distributed annually and may be paid out as cash or in 
the form of reinvestment in additional stock. 

What is a trading session? 

A trading session resembles to the period of operation of the trading system that occurs between the 
pre-open state and closed state.  

What do the bid and ask prices represent on a stock quote? 

The bid price is the highest a trader is willing to pay for a stock and the ask price is the lowest someone is 
willing to sell a stock for. The quote is the price of the most recent sale. 
 
How do I register for AUB Trader? 

New customers who would like to register and begin trading online can do so by opening an account 
online or by visiting any of AUB Branches. 
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What are the minimum system requirements? 

Web:  

 Supported Web Browsers: 

  Chrome 90+ 
  Safari 12+ 
  Opera 74+ 
  Edge 90+ (Chromium-based versions) 
  Firefox 90+ 

 Basic PC configuration: 

  Processor – 2GHz or higher 
  Installed Memory (RAM) – 2GB or higher 
  Operating System – Windows (7 or higher), or Mac OS (10.12 or higher)
  Internet connection – 1Mbps or higher 

Mobile app: 

      IOS 

  Devices – 5S or higher
  OS – 12.1 or higher
  Browser – Safari 12.1 or newer 

      Android 

  Devices – Devices with resolution 320*480 (HD) and above 
  OS – 6 and above (SDK version 23) 
  Browser – Chrome 93.0 or newer 

How can I retrieve my forgotten password?  

 If you forget your login password, simply press the 'Forgot Password' link at the login screen. 
 On the next screen, type in your username & email address along with the CAPTCHA verification code.   
 Press OK to confirm. 
 An email containing a PIN code will be sent to your registered email address in due course.

 Copy this PIN code and paste it in the text field and Press OK. 
 An email containing a temporary login and transaction password will then be sent to your registered  

 email address. Use this to login to the app in the normal login process mentioned above.
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How can I unlock my account?  

If you enter the wrong login password five consecutive times the username will be locked. To unlock your 
username, send an email to aubtrader@ahliunited.com or contact the AUB Trader team on  
+973-17585555. 

What are the service fees and how are they charged? 

Please refer to the fees & charges schedule.  

What is an order ticket?  

The order ticket serves as the core component through which you can buy / sell stocks using  
the application. 

How can I place an order?  

Order Ticket for a 'Buy' order  
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Order Ticket for a 'Sell' order  

Components:  

Mandatory fields: 

 Quantity: Refers to the total number of shares of a particular symbol a user wishes to buy or sell 
 (i.e. 'purchasing 20 TSLA stocks'). 

 Value: Refers to the total monetary or currency value of the buy or sell order (I.e. 'purchasing   
 2000 USD worth of TSLA stocks'). It is calculated as: stock price * quantity of shares. 

 Note: Use the toggle to switch between quantity and value entering modes. Switching to a value  
 based entering mode will allow you to enter the total order value (i.e. how much you are willing  
 to invest), and the system will automatically convert this value into the appropriate number   
 (quantity) of shares.  
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 Otherwise, using the default quantity mode allows you to enter how many shares of a symbol  
 you would like to transact (buy or sell). 

 For instance, assume one share of a certain stock is 2 AED and you wish to spend a total value of  
 200 AED on a stock purchase, if the value toggle is active, then you only need to type '200'   
 AED in the value field, and the system will automatically calculate the quantity of shares to   
 purchase (i.e. 100 = 2/200 shares in this case). 

 Price: Refers to the market price for a specific symbol. The price field can be customized in all order  
 types except when placing market orders which execute based on the current market price at that  
 moment. 

 Portfolio: A portfolio is an entity that contains the cash available for spending within the app (to   
 buy stocks with or proceeds from selling stocks). Further, the stocks that have already been   
 purchased are grouped into Portfolios within the app. Each Portfolio has its own currency based on  
 the stocks it holds. 

 Order Type: Refers to the type of order that is being placed.

 Market Order – This type of order is sent to the market and is executed at the best bid for sell   
 orders or best ask for buy orders, as available at the time. 

 Note: that the Price field is not a mandatory field for certain order types such as ‘Market’ orders. 

 Limit Order – This is an order where the maximum buying price or the minimum selling price can  
 be specified by the user. Consequently, the order will execute at the specified price (or better). 

 Stop Order – This is a market order that is sent to the exchange when the trigger price (the stop  
 price) is reached. When the specified price is reached, your Stop Order becomes a Market Order  
 and is executed at the best available price. 

 Stop Limit Order – This is an order that combines the features of a Stop Order and a Limit Order. 
 It is an order to buy a security at no more or sell at no less than a specified Limit Price. Once the  
 Stop Price is reached, the Limit Order is sent to the exchange to buy or to sell at a specified price. 

 After you've selected the preferred order type, you may then proceed to enter the number of   
 stocks (quantity) and the Price you wish to purchase the stock at. 

 Action: This field relates to the type of transaction that is needed. I.e. buy, sell, sell short, or buy to  
 cover. 

 A buy order is used to purchase / acquire stocks from the market. 
 A sell order is used to sell existing stocks to the market.
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 Optional fields: 
 Good Till – This option lets you select an expiration date and time up until which an order will   
 continue to execute in the exchange. 

 GTC: Good Till Cancel (Open orders) are the orders that are active till it gets cancelled by the trader.  
 GTC orders are rejected at end of the day if they fall beyond the daily price fluctuation limits. 

 AOP: At the Opening order is an order that is bought at a limited price on the initial transaction of the  
 day. If the order or any portion of it is not executed in this manner, it is to be treated as cancelled. 

 IOC: Immediate Or Cancel is a Market Order or a Limit Order which is automatically cancelled unless  
 executed in whole or in part immediately after its receipt. 

 FOK : Fill-Or-Kill order is an options order that cancels if it is not filled entirely upon execution. This is  
 specially used for large orders and requires immediate execution. 

 GTX: Good Till Crossing or Good Till Executed are the bought orders that are cancelled prior to the   
 market entering into an auction or a crossing phase. 

 GTD: Good till Date orders can remain active until a trader specified date. 

 Week: These orders expire after a week from the transaction date. 

 Month: Month orders will expire after a month from the transaction date. 
 All or None – Ticking this option in the order ticket will tell the system to either execute the full  
 order or none of it.
 Day Order – Ticking this option in the order ticket will tell the system to execute the order within  
 the trading day or cancel it.
 Fractions (i.e. Fractional Trading) – Fractional Trading allows traders to purchase a stock symbol  
 with a quantity less than one full share. Simply put, it is a section of a full share. This is useful   
 when dealing with symbols where the stock price is high, and the buyer wishes to purchase a   
 small fraction of one complete share. Fractional shares could also originate due to M&A activity or  
 due to stock splits. 

 Descriptive fields: 
 Bid Price – This refers to the highest price a buyer is willing to pay for a stock in the market at a  
 given point in time. 

 Ask Price – This refers to the lowest price at which a seller is willing to sell their stock in the   
 market at a given point in time. 
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 Bid-Ask Spread – This refers to the difference between the highest price a buyer is willing to pay  
 for a stock and the lowest price that a seller would accept for a stock. It is the value by which the  
 asking price for the symbol exceeds the bid price for the symbol in the market.  

 Qty. in-Hand – The total number of stocks of the selected symbol, that the user currently has in  
 their portfolio (i.e. already purchased). 

 Currency – A Currency refers to the basis for trade (i.e. the legal tender of a particular country   
 or region). Within this application, all price data for stock symbols are represented in their   
 applicable monetary currencies (i.e. USD, AED, EUR, etc.). 

 Order Value – The value resulting from the multiplication of the Order Quantity and the 
 Order Price. 

 Holding – This displays the number of shares the user has already purchased from the symbol. 

 Commission – This is calculated by the system as per the commissions defined for the exchange. 

 Net Value – This is the total Order Value including the Commission. 

 Buy Pending and Sell Pending – This reflects any pending buy and sell orders you have placed for  
 the symbol.

What is my Portfolio? 

The Portfolio provides a real-time graphical overview of the portfolio and its performance, i.e., the profit/ 
loss generated from the securities (i.e., stocks) contained in one portfolio. Portfolio performance is 
analysed from multiple perspectives including fundamentals (like financial ratios). It also provides a live 
real-time valuation of the user's securities based on their current market value, and their initial 
purchase price.
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Exchange Market Timings? 

Exchange Working Days Timing
Bahrain Stock Exchange (BSE) Sunday – Thursday 9:30 am – 1:00 pm 
Saudi Arabia Exchange (TDWL) Sunday – Thursday 10:00 am – 3:00 pm  

Qatar Stock Exchange (QE) Sunday – Thursday 9:30 am – 1:00 pm 
Kuwait Stock Exchange (BK) Sunday – Thursday 9:00 am – 12:30 pm  

Muscat Securities Exchange (MSX) Sunday – Thursday 9:00 am – 2:00 pm  
UAE Markets  

(NASDAQ Dubai/ ADX/ DFM) Monday – Friday 10:00 am – 2:45 pm

US Markets Monday – Friday

Summer: 
4:30 pm – 11:00 pm 

Winter: 
5:30 pm – 12:00 am  

Hong Kong Stock Exchange  Monday – Friday  

Morning:  
4:00 am – 7:00 am  

Afternoon: 
8:00 am – 11:00 am 

Euro Markets Monday – Friday 11:00 am – 7:30 pm  
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What is a bond/sukuk?   

A bond is a fixed-income instrument that represents a loan made by an investor to a borrower (typically 
corporate or governmental), in return for an income in terms of interest payments (coupon). Sukuk is a 
shariah compliant bond investment.   

What is the benefit of investing in bonds/sukuks? 

Fixed income securities are considered as low risk investments as compared to stocks. Investors receive 
a consistent income in form of interest payments and receive the entire principle back if the bond is held 
till maturity. Investors can also benefit from reselling the bond at a higher price from their cost price.  

What is the coupon of a bond?  

A coupon or coupon payment is the annual interest rate paid on a bond, expressed as a percentage of 
the face value and paid from issue date until maturity. It is like dividends paid on a stock with a major 
advantage that companies are not obligated to pay dividends but have an obligation to pay coupons to 
investors.

What is the yield of a bond?

Bond yield is the return an investor realizes on a bond investment. Price of a bond and yield are inversely 
related and as the price of a bond goes up, its yield goes down. YTM is the yield to maturity and is the 
return an investor can expect on an annualized basis assuming the bond is held till maturity.

What is the maturity of a bond?  

The maturity date refers to the date when the principal amount of an investment, such as a bond, note, 
or other debt instrument becomes due and is repaid to the investor.  

What is the duration of a bond?  

The bond duration measures the movement in the price of the bond for every 1% change in the interest 
rate. The unit of bond duration is expressed in years. Also, the price of the bond and the interest rates are 
inversely related. 

What is the minimum investment of a bond? 

Each bond has a minimum investment requirement which is the minimum investment required to trade 
that bond (buy or sell). The minimum requirement is USD 200K.
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What is the credit rating of a bond?    

A bond rating is a way to measure the creditworthiness of a bond, which corresponds to the cost of 
borrowing for an issuer. These ratings typically assign a letter grade to bonds that indicates their  
credit quality.  

Private independent rating services such as Standard & Poor's, Moody’s Investors Service, and Fitch 
Ratings Inc. evaluate a bond issuer's financial strength, or its ability to pay a bond's principal and interest, 
in a timely fashion. 

On the investment store, for ease of interpretation of these ratings (number based, 1-5), we have 
provided an internal rating matrix (considering ratings from these rating agencies). Rating of 1 means 
most creditworthy as per rating agencies and a rating of 5 means least creditworthy as per  
rating agencies.    

How can I filter for bonds?  

Once the investors access the bond/sukuk tab on the investment store on the trading application, they 
can choose to filter results by YTM, coupon rate and frequency, maturity, min investment, rating, issuer 
type (government or corporate) and Sharia. By default, all investors will see all the bonds/sukuks on the 
application.  

What is the difference between grid view and list view under bonds/sukuks?   

By default, the bond/sukuk interface has a grid view to show bonds/sukuks. The investors can change 
the view to list view to see the bonds/sukuks as a list and can use filter bonds on various parameters like 
risk, min investment etc.

What is the bid and ask of a bond? 

The bid and ask are the prices at which the bond can be traded on the platform. The bid price is for an 
investor who wishes to sell the bond in their holdings. The ask price is for an investor who wishes to buy 
a bond.  

How can I buy/sell a bond on the investment store?  

The user needs to move to investment store on the trading application and select the tab of “bond/
sukuk” to access the bonds. The investor can click on the bond/sukuk they wish to trade and can buy the 
bond/sukuk from the buy button (“B”). Investors can only sell bonds they hold in their portfolio (no short 
selling) using the sell button (“S”). The best available bid and ask prices are reflected on the platform. 
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How can I interpret the order ticket? 

Below are the components of the order ticket:

 Issuer – The issuer institution/government name.

 Min piece – Minimum investment required for the bond (notional) 

 Min increment – The increment in which the bond can be traded after minimum investment   
 requirement is met 

 Notional - Minimum investment required for the bond (client can increase the notional they wish to  
 trade as per min increment value) 

 Price – The order ticket is automatically loaded with the best bid (for sell) and best ask (for buy) 

 YTM – Yield to maturity corresponding to the price  

 Commission – Transaction fee for the trade

 Principle – It is calculated as a Notional multiplied by price  

 Accrued - The accrued interest adjustment on a bond is the amount paid, which is equal to the   
 balance of interest that has accrued since the last payment date of the bond. When buying bonds   
 in the secondary market, the buyer will have to pay accrued interest to the seller as part of the total  
 purchase price. 

 Total – Summation of principle and accrued, amount to be paid (buy) or received (sell) for the bond,  
 without commission 

 Invoice - Summation of principle, accrued and commission. Net amount to be paid (buy) or received  
 (sell) for the bond  

How can I track order status and bond holdings?  

Investors can track their orders and bond holdings under the “trading account” tab on the trading 
application. The investors can view their portfolio, holdings, order status, account details, closed  
positions etc.  
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Is there a guarantee of execution on bonds?  

The prices shown on the platform are best bids/asks (indicative prices) for the last trades on the 
instruments. The execution is not guaranteed but the investors will only get execution on their orders 
at the prices they place. Investors will get best execution on their buy and sell orders and will not be get 
execution worse than the price they place the order on. 

How can I know the status of their orders?  

Investors can track their orders under the “trading account” tab on the trading application. The investors 
will receive a notification when the order is successfully placed (status – “Accepted”) and the status will 
change to “Filled” once the order is executed. 

Can I short sell a bond?   

Investors cannot short sell a bond. They can only sell a bond which they hold in their portfolio.  

Why I keep getting an error for insufficient buying power?   

Insufficient buying power means that the portfolio from which the investor is trying to buy a bond does 
not have sufficient buying power for the purchase and hence the investor must fund the account to be 
able to place the Buy order. 

Can I create the watchlist to track bonds? 

Investors can create personalised watchlists and add bonds to these watchlists by clicking on the “Add to 
watchlist” button next to the “B” button (buy) once they open a bond page. 
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